
Mistakes7

Not Recognizing Where Paint Should Start & Stop
Take a look around your room or at your exterior. Are you mindful of features such as
molding, woodwork, complex corners, and beveled ceilings? Are there perhaps other
areas or features that may impact color continuity? Gauging where one color may end
and another begins can be tricky, and is often a challenge to visualize.

Not “Seeing” the Undertone of Paint Color
Undertone is how color reflects light (and light changes throughout the day) and how
that reflection impacts its resulting appearance. Many people don’t realize that color
itself is dependent on light. In fact, color wouldn’t even exist without it! Because of
this, “color” itself is fluid (even when the paint is dry!), and can “pull” (i.e. show hints
of) yellow, blue, or pink at different light levels. An example: you paint your living
room a light blue...and once you have it up...it looks purple. This is due to undertone.

Using the Wrong Finish
Even if the color choice appears right, choosing the wrong finish can be detrimental.
Different finishes are best suited for different surfaces. For example, gloss works best
on woodwork. A flat finish is best for ceilings. Knowing the right finish goes up there
with understanding undertone in making sure the
end result matches your expectations.
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As a homeowner, if you haven’t experienced it
yourself, you likely know someone who has. It’s a high
statistical reality...and not just among do-it-yourselfers.

The work, the planning, the inconvenience (try
going a single day without a kitchen or bathroom), and
of course, the expense. You want a new look for your
living room, your bedrooms, your kitchen, or even the
whole home exterior. You have your paint swatches,
and you’re excited about your color choices.

Until, that is, the paint is applied and the job is
finished: You hate it. It’s not what you expected! And
now, YOU HAVE TO LIVE WITH IT. Your budget is
blown; the job is done. Each time you enter that room
and see those walls, you’re overwhelmed with only one
feeling: Painter’s Regret.

At New Look Painters, we’ve declared WAR on
Painter’s Regret. To this end, we’ve compiled a list of
the top Seven Mistakes to Avoid when it comes to
residential painting and design (whether you hire a
professional or do it yourself):

“Painter’s Regret”
that Lead to
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Choosing Paint Colors Before Furnishings
Obviously, this applies to situations when you are completely redesigning a room.
Most of the time in these cases, paint colors should be the LAST creative decision.
After all, it’s far easier to find “just the right” color to properly coordinate with “just the
right” sofa, than vice versa. Because of this, if you are painting a room in which you
eventually hope to replace any or all furnishings, now may be the time to do it (before
the new coat goes up!).

Using Cheap Paint
Novices often think that paint is paint. It’s not. Besides the obvious price difference,
there are a couple key signs that scream “cheap paint!” First, cheap paint is harder to
apply smoothly, splatters more and brush strokes are more visible. Also, cheap paint
doesn’t cover as thoroughly on the first coat (it contains little or no titanium, the
“active ingredient” in this regard). Plus, more coats means more paint and work...so
much for savings. If you stick with high-quality paints like Benjamin Moore, Sherwin
Williams and Pittsburgh Paints, you can’t go wrong.

Hiring a Painter on Price Alone...
with No Recommendations
While all of us must be mindful of budget and price in all of our endeavors, shopping
for “quotes” with no focus on value (what you get in return) will typically lead to
regret. As the saying goes, “You get what you pay for.” If a painting service is aiming
to keep your costs low, don’t expect them not to do the same for themselves. “Cheap”
painters will often skip entire coats, take longer to finish (since they are short-handed),
do not have an eye for detail and leave a mess behind. Beware of the “jack of all
trades,” and choose a service that comes with recommendations and strong social
proof (such as strong online reviews).

Not Engaging the Full Expertise of a Color, Design,
and Application Service
Did you learn anything NEW from this document? If so, it proves a powerful,
overarching point: You don’t know what you don't know. Issues like undertone, and
the shock and frustration of living with Painter’s Regret make one think: “If I had only
known that before…” We are taking action and making decisions that we’ll have to
live with for a long time. In such situations, we can make no better case for having
expert guidance at our side, every step of the way to ensure that the end result meets
or exceeds our expectations—creating a NEW LOOK we love so much, that we want to
show it to everyone we know!
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We serve busy homeowners who are unsettled with their home’s appearance.
With our hands-on color consulting and painting services, we’ll give your home a
NEW LOOK you’ll LOVE so much that you’ll want to show it off to everyone you
know! And we back up our service with our Love-Your-New-Look-Guarantee.™

Don’t Live with Painter’s Regret! Contact New Look
Painters to Discuss Your Project TODAY.
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